Hadco Construction

As a Project Estimator, you are the behind the scenes driving force for our construction projects. It’s challenging, rewarding and satisfying to see a full project come together. At the end of the day, you have pride in knowing that you have played a large role in developing communities, connecting people to jobs through highway infrastructure or helping to build Utah’s Silicon Slopes area. That’s what you’ll find as a Project Estimator with Hadco. Interested? Read below to see if you have what it takes to help us build Utah.

OR we can do something more traditional:

Are you interested in joining an organization with a family culture that strives to be innovative and develop employees? Are you ready to start earning a competitive wage in an environment that fosters growth and learning? Then apply today at Hadco Construction!

Hadco Construction is a well-established and growing company that works in the heavy highway/residential development market. We are looking for individuals with a desire to make a difference!

If this sounds good…don’t wait! Get Started Today!

What you’ll be doing:

- Interface with owner, contractors and others, to provide proposal and cost data regarding project feasibility.
- Prepare estimates by calculating complete takeoff of scope of work.
- Review proposal specifications, drawings, attend bid meetings, etc. to determine scope of work and required contents of estimate.
- Review and incorporate historical data from prior project reports, etc. into proposal cost basis.
- Develop conceptual estimates.
- Develop cost basis proposal based on production rates, materials and subcontractors.
- Coordinate total estimating effort relevant to particular bid/project as assigned.
- Maintain files of working documents as back-up for estimates figures.
- Prepare awarded contracts for hand-off to PM’s and Superintendents.
- Support project through duration.
- Report to the Chief Estimator. Other duties may be assigned.

What you’ll need to have:

For consideration, the preferred candidate needs:

- A four-year degree or equivalent combinations of technical training and/or related experience.
- 10 years of estimating experience, Conceptual estimating experience, with site and utility related estimating software and digitizer.
- B2W Database experience preferred.
- Excellent PC skills in MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint.

We offer competitive compensation and an excellent benefits package. For consideration, please e-mail your cover letter, résumé and salary requirements to HR@HadcoConstruction.com. No phone calls or agencies, please.